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ABSTRACT 
  

This study deals with power system transient stability, enhanced via a static 

synchronous compensator (STATCOM). The system’s steady state and 

transient responses were modelled with Newton-Raphson-based power flow 

and modified Euler-based swing equation, respectively. Simulations were 

performed with and without STATCOM, considering the Nigerian 34-bus 

power grid. A balanced three-phase fault was used for the transient stability 

analysis. The voltage magnitudes of Katampe (0.9373), Kaduna (0.9209), 

Kano (0.9381), Jos (0.8295), and Gombe (0.7795) in the grid violated the 

statutory voltage limit of 0.95 to 1.05 p.u. before compensation and were 

improved to 0.9650, 0.9550, 0.9789, 0.9630, and 0.9550 p.u., respectively 

after STATCOM was applied. The system’s total real line losses before and 

after compensation were 57.887 and 55.623 MW, respectively. Fault 

application on bus 20 (Akangba T.S) caused loss of synchronism on 

generator 14 when the critical fault clearing time (CFCT) exceeded 0.019 s 

while generators 2 to 13 experienced marginal stability. The STATCOM 

application restored stability beyond the CFCT of 0.019 s due to 

compensation provided by the device. Fault introduction on bus 22 drove 

Egbin, the largest system’s generator corresponding to generator 7 on the 

swing curve into marginal stability along with generators 3 to 6 and 8 to 14 

while generator 2 lost synchronism beyond a fault CFCT of 0.0130 s. 

However, the STATCOM application restored the system’s stability. 

STATCOM aided the transient stability improvement of the Nigerian 34-bus 

power network for effective operation. 
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Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta, 

Ogun State, Nigeria 
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INTRODUCTION  

In this modern era of technological innovations, 

the complexity of power system networks has 

tremendously increased with many diverse 

components interconnected to provide electricity 

to service the customer's needs (Azeez & 

Abdelfattah, 2020; Garg et al., 2017; Hadi, 2008; 

Murali et al., 2010). The existing transmission 

system is being overburdened than the initially 

designed capacity due to the ever-growing 

demand for electrical energy (Kumar & Nagaraju, 

2007; Shrivastava et al., 2021). The persistent 

long transmission line loading increase to match 

the energy needs of the customers has made 

transient instability an important consideration in 

the transfer of electrical energy after a major 

disturbance such as sudden load addition, faults, 

loss of generation, loss of large loads, and sudden 

disconnection of lines occurs (Braide & Diema, 

2018; Eidiani et al., 2011). This has resulted in 

multiple outages, downtimes, and economic and 

technical losses experienced in electric power 

transmission grids.   

Transient stability, simply put, is the power 

system’s ability to maintain synchronism or 

stable operation after experiencing severe or large 

disturbance (Kothari & Nagrath, 2008; Okakwu 

& Ogujor, 2017). The control of transient 

instability is extremely important for the effective 

operation of power system networks (Garg et al., 

2017; K. Gupta & Pahariya, 2017; Murali et al., 

2010). Initially, the effect of transient 

disturbances was managed by the conventional 

method involving the use of mechanical switches. 

However, the effectiveness of this control 

technique is hindered by its possible mechanical 

components' wear and tear, huge maintenance 

cost, and time delay (Garg et al., 2017; Padiyar & 

Rao, 1999). An alternative solution to overcome 

the challenges of mechanical switches involves 

the creation of more generation plants and 

transmission networks; nevertheless, this exercise 

also comes with its demerits. It is time-

consuming and capital-intensive, and there may 

arise possible environmental challenges (Jokojeje 

et al., 2015a; Qader, 2015). These shortcomings 

of the conventional techniques led to the control 

of transient instability in electricity grids via 

flexible alternating current transmission systems 

(FACTS) application. 

FACTS, as described by the Institute of Electrical 

and Electronics Engineers, are solid state and 

other static controllers with the capacity to 

control and increase power transfer of the 

alternating current transmission systems (Singh et 

al., 2012; Udo & Aminu, 2019). FACTS 

technology has widespread acceptance because of 

its quick action, cost-effectiveness, and ability to 

improve system reliability, security, and 

efficiency (Adebisi et al., 2018; Jokojeje et al., 

2015b, Asare et al., 1994). FACTS family 

comprises many members with popular ones 

being unified Power flow controller (UPFC), 

static synchronous series capacitor (SSSC), 

thyristor controlled series capacitor (TCSC), 

static var compensator (SVC), static synchronous 

compensator (STATCOM), among others 

(Anichebe & Ekwue, 2020; Eladany et al., 2018; 

Khan et al., 2017; Murali et al., 2010; Ramana & 

Ram, 2011; Singh et al., 2012). Each of these 

controllers has their uniqueness which makes 

them fit suitably into the specific applications 

where they are deployed.   

Therefore, the goal of this study was to employ 

STATCOM for power system transient stability 

improvement considering the Nigerian 330 kV 

electricity grid. The Nigerian electricity grid 

which comprises complex interconnections of 

varieties of essential equipment is currently 

overstressed due to excessive electrical energy 

demand warranted by the persistently increasing 

population and industrialization (Adebisi et al., 

2018; Akpojedje & Ogujor, 2021; Igwilo et al., 

2021). Occurrence of transient disturbances such 

as faults, rapid load changes, switching 

operations and loss of components on the system 

already operating near its stability limit is 

inevitable and this usually lead to severe loss of 
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synchronism on the generators with the end result 

being voltage collapse in the entire network. This 

event poses major threat to the socio-economic 

and technological development of the end-users 

and can affect the progress of Nigeria as a nation. 

Hence, the need to enhance transient stability on 

the Nigerian electricity grid using appropriate 

compensating devices such as STATCOM which 

offers fast-response and economic advantages 

over the conventional transient control schemes 

such as generator excitation regulation, 

synchronous generator, and series compensation 

capacitor among others becomes highly 

imperative. STATCOM is a versatile member of 

the FACTS family with the potentials for voltage 

regulation and transient stability improvement as 

a result of its small size requirement, lower 

generation of harmonics and effective control 

action (Gupta & Tripathi, 2015; Mumtahina et al., 

2023).   

METHODOLOGY 

Power Flow Formulation  

Power flow is a key tool in the design and 

analysis of power systems. It is very crucial for 

power system planning and operation, power 

transfer between utilities, economic scheduling, 

contingency, and transient stability studies 

(Gupta, 2011; Hadi, 2008; Kothari & Nagrath, 

2008). Power flow in this study was formulated 

with the consideration of a typical power system 

bus arrangement shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1:  An n-bus structure of power system (Gupta, 2011; Hadi, 2008; Kothari and Nagrath, 2008) 

 

Application of KCL to the bus system in Figure 1 yields equation (1) which modifies into equations (2) and 

(3) with further application of KVL and algebraic manipulation respectively: 

 

                         (1) 

 

             (     )     (     )       (     )     (2) 
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   (                 )                          (3) 

Where Ii  is the current injected into bus i 

           Ii0  is the current flowing from bus i to ground  

           Ii1 is the current flowing from bus i to bus 1  

           Ii2  is the current flowing from bus i to bus 2 

           Iin is the current flowing from bus i to bus n 

Vi is voltage at bus i 

           V1   is the voltage at bus 1 

           V2   is the voltage at bus 2 

           Vn   is the voltage at bus n  

yi0   is the admittance of transmission line between bus i and ground  

           yi1  is the admittance of transmission line between bus i and bus 1 

           yi2   is admittance of transmission line between bus i and bus 2  

           yin   is admittance of transmission line between bus i and bus n 

 

Further simplification of equation (3) with definition given by equation (4) results in equation (5) with a 

modification expressed by equations (6) and (7): 

 

 

{
 
 

 
 
                     
                                               
                                                
                                                      
                                             

        (4) 

 

                                    (5) 

 

   ∑      
 
                                                                                      (6) 

 

   ∑ |   ||  |                                                                 
 
           (7) 

 

Where   ,   ,    ,    ,   ,|   |, |  |,     and    

respectively denote the supplied current at bus i, 

the voltage at bus i, the admittance of line i-j, the 

element of bus admittance derived from 

admittance of line i-j, the voltage of bus j, the 

magnitude of admittance of line i-j, the 

magnitude of voltage at bus j, the angle of 

admittance of line i-j, and the angle of voltage at 

bus j. 

Expansion of equation (6) for i equals to 1 to n 

produces equation (8) with Ybus given by the 

matrix of equation (9): 
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The power supplied at bus i takes an expression of equation (10) which produces equations (11) and (12) 

after substitution of equation (7) and decomposition into real and imaginary components:      
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                     (12) 

 

With                 (13) 

 

Where    and    respectively represent bus i active and reactive powers. 

 

Equations (11) and (12) are the static power flow 

expressions that govern the steady state response 

of a power system. They are non-linear equations 

solved via numerical iterative method. These 

equations were implemented in this study using 

the Newton-Raphson method because of its faster 

convergence rate, accuracy, and reliability in 

comparison to other iterative methods (Gupta, 

2011; Hadi, 2008; Kothari and Nagrath, 2008). 

The Newton- Raphson-based power flow 

equations arising from the linearization of 

equations (11) and (12) are expressed by equation 

(14):  

 

[
  
  
]  [

    
    

] [
  
 | |

]            (14) 

 

Where J1, J2, J3, and J4 are the elements of the Jacobin matrix,   ,   ,    and  | | are respectively active 

power, reactive power, bus voltage angle, and bus voltage magnitude mismatches. 

 

  ,   ,   ,  | |, J1, J2, J3, and  J4  are expressed by equations (15) to (22):  
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The active and reactive powers mismatch at the k
th
 iteration and new estimates of the bus voltage angle and 

magnitude are expressed respectively by equations (23) and (26):   
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          (23) 
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          (24) 
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             (25) 
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The voltage and reactive power constraints imposed at bus i are expressed by equations (27) and (28) 

respectively: 

 

                                                                                                                        (27) 

 

                                            (28) 

 

Where      ,      ,      , and       

respectively denote minimum voltage magnitude, 

maximum voltage magnitude, minimum reactive 

power supply, and maximum reactive power 

supply at bus i. 

 

Swing Equation Formulation 

According to Newton's second law, the motion of 

the rotor of a generating unit comprising a three-

phase synchronous generator and its prime mover 

is described by equation (23) (Glover and Sarma, 

2002; Kothari & Nagrath, 2008): 

 

   ( )    ( )    ( )    ( )        (23) 

 

Where   ,   ,   , and    denote rotor angular 

acceleration in    
  ⁄

, mechanical torque of the 

prime mover minus retarding torque resulting 

from mechanical losses in Nm, electrical torque 

responsible for the generator’s total three-phase 

electrical power output plus electrical losses in 

Nm and net accelerating torque in Nm 

respectively.  
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The angular acceleration of the rotor is expressed by equation (24) (Glover & Sarma, 2002; Kothari & 

Nagrath, 2008) 

 

  ( )  
   

  
 
    ( )

   
         (24) 

 

With   ( )  
   ( )

  
          (25) 

 

Where    and    respectively denote the 

angular velocity of the rotor in     ⁄  and the 

angular position of the rotor about a stationary 

axis. 

The operation of the generator requires that both 

   and    are positive while at steady-state,    is 

the same as   , leading to    and    being zero 

and consequently resulting in a constant velocity 

of the rotor termed synchronous speed.    is 

positive when    exceeds   , making    to be 

positive and therefore, leads to an increased speed 

of the rotor. Equally, the speed of the rotor 

decreases when    is lower than   . Since the 

angular position of the rotor is conveniently 

measured about a synchronously rotating 

reference axis unlike a stationary axis,   ( ) is, 

hence, expressed as equation (26) (Glover & 

Sarma, 2002; Kothari & Nagrath, 2008): 

 

  ( )           ( )         (26) 

 

Where       and    are respectively defined as 

the rotor’s synchronous angular velocity in     ⁄  

and the angular position of the rotor about a 

synchronously rotating reference. 

The use of equations (24) and (26) in (23), 

produces equation (27):   

 

 
    ( )

   
  

    ( )

   
   ( )    ( )    ( )          (27) 

 

Multiplication of equation (27) by   ( ) and 

dividing by        yields the generator’s three-

phase volt-ampere rating expressed by equation 

(28) which is a per-unit power quantity (Glover & 

Sarma, 2002; Kothari & Nagrath, 2008): 

 
 

      

    ( )

   
  ( )  

(  ( )   ( ))

      
  ( )  

  ( )   ( )

      
       ( )        ( )        ( )     (28) 

 

Where        and         denote the prime mover's 

mechanical power mover minus the per unit 

mechanical losses and the generator's electrical 

power output plus the per unit electrical losses.  

Combining equation (28) with a normalized 

inertia constant, H defined as equation (29) 

results in equation (30) (Glover & Sarma, 2002; 

Kothari & Nagrath, 2008): 

 

  
      

 

      

      
  ⁄                                     (29) 
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       ( )        ( )        ( )          (30) 
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Considering that the per-unit angular velocity of the rotor is defined as equation (31) and substituted into 

equation (30), equation (32) is obtained (Glover & Sarma, 2002; Kothari & Nagrath, 2008): 

 

    ( )  
  ( )

     
           (31) 

 
       ( )

     

    ( )

   
       ( )        ( )        ( )          (32) 

 

Electrical angular acceleration  , electrical radian 

frequency  , power angle   of a synchronous 

generator with P number of poles, synchronous 

electrical radian frequency     , and per-unit 

electrical frequency     ( ) are respectively 

expressed as equation (33) to (37) (Glover & 

Sarma, 2002; Kothari & Nagrath, 2008): 

 

 ( )  
 

 
  ( )                       (33) 
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The use of equations (35) and (36) in equation (32) results in equation (38) referred to as the per-unit swing 

equation. 

 
  

    
     ( )

   ( )

   
       ( )        ( )        ( )        (38) 

 

Equation (38) is very crucial in the analysis of 

rotor dynamics for transient stability studies. It is 

a second-order ordinary differential equation in 

which an assumption of lossless machine and 

negligible damper winding torque have 

eliminated the damping term (proportional to 
  

  
 ) 

(Kothari and Nagrath, 2009). The electrical 

power    in equation (38) depends on the sine of 

the angle   and it is mathematically expressed as 

equations (39) and (40) (Kothari & Nagrath, 

2008):  

 

                       (39) 

 

   
| || |

  
               (40) 

 

With      
| || |

  
          (41)  
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Where      is the maximum electrical power 

 | | is the electromotive force of the generator 

 | | is the terminal voltage of the generator 

    is the direct axis reactance  

 

Using equations (39) and (40) in equation (38), equations (42) and (43) are obtained respectively: 

 
       ( )

    

   ( )

   
       ( )              ( )        (42) 

 
       ( )

    

   ( )

   
       ( )  

| || |

  
    ( )        (43) 

 

Assumption of      as     and      ( ) as unity for ease of analysis results in the swing equation 

expressed by equations (42) and (43) to be respectively modified as equations (44) and (45) respectively: 

 

 

  

   ( )

   
       ( )              ( )        (44) 
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       ( )  

| || |

  
    ( )        (45)  

 

Swing Equation Linearization  

Transient stability analysis requires that the swing 

equation be linearized via a numerical iterative 

procedure since the exact solution is unavailable 

in practice. Euler, modified Euler, classical 

Runge-Kutta, and point-to-point methods are the 

common numerical techniques available for 

swing equation linearization (Kothari & Nagrath, 

2008; Ogboh et al., 2019) However, for this 

study, the modified Euler method (MEM) was 

adopted because of its simplicity and directness. 

MEM provides more accurate approximations of 

non-linear systems or functions through re-

evaluation of the gradient of the line segment 

(Dobrushkin, 2024; Samsudin et al., 2021). MEM 

application for linearization of swing equation 

requires the transformation of equation (38) 

modified as equations (44) and (45) which are all 

second-order non-linear differential equations 

into two first-order linear differential equations 

expressed by the  state variable forms given by 

equations (46) and (47) for ease of analysis.  
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                  (47) 

 

Application of MEM to equations (46) and (47) produces equations (48) to (53): 
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Where p is the predicted value of the involved 

parameters at the specified iteration and c is the 

corrected value of the involved parameters at the 

specified iteration which is obtained from the 

average of the two derivatives as indicated in 

equations (52) and (53) respectively.   

Power Flow Model of STATCOM for 

Transient Stability Improvement 

The power flow equations that guide the 

operation of STATCOM as a var source were 

formulated for this study by considering the 

Thevenin’s equivalent circuit of the device when 

shunt-connected to the bus i in Figure 1. 

VSTC

ZSC

ISTC

Bus i Vi

 
 

Figure 2: Thevenin’s equivalent circuit of STATCOM (Jokojeje et al., 2015a; Jokojeje et al., 2015b) 

 

The net active and reactive powers at bus i are given by equations (54) and (55) respectively:  

 

                                (54) 

 

                            (55) 

 

Where     is the net active power at bus i 

     is the active power supply at bus i 

     is the active power demand at bus i 

                 is the active power injected by STATCOM at bus i   

   is the net reactive power at bus i 
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     is the reactive power supply at bus i 

     is the reactive power demand at bus i 

      is the reactive power injected by STATCOM at bus i 

 

The voltage and current supplied by STATCOM with the voltage constraint are given by equations (56) to 

(59): 

 

                          (56) 

 

                       (57) 

 

                     (58) 

 

                               (59) 

 

Where VSTC  is the voltage supplied by STATCOM  

ISTC  is the current supplied by STATCOM 

ZSC  is the transformer’s impedance 

IN  is the Norton’s current,  

YSC  is the short-circuit admittance  

     VSTCmin  is the minimum STATCOM’s voltage 

     VSTCmax  is the maximum STATCOM’s voltage 

 

The power generated by STATCOM and the net power supplied into bus i are respectively given by 

equations (60) and (61): 

 

             
      

    
         

   
        (60) 

 

         
         

   
    

    
          (61) 

 

Where SSTC  is the STATCOM’s apparent power 

    
   is the complex conjugate of STATCOM’s current  

   
   is the complex conjugate of short-circuit admittance 

 

The algebraic manipulation of equations (60) and 

(61) with the use of    and     expressed by 

rectangular coordinates forms given by equations 

(62) and (63) results in the active and reactive 

power expressions represented by equations (64) 

to (67) for STATCOM and the system 

respectively.   

 

                    (62) 

 

                         (63) 

 

        *(    
      

 )  (             )+     (             )     (64) 

 

        *(             )+     (     
      

               )                        (65) 

 

      {  
    

  (             )}     (             )                            (66) 
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      (             )     {(             )  (  
    

 )}    (67) 

 

Where     is the real component of the system’s voltage 

     is the imaginary component of system’s voltage  

                is the real component of the STATCOM’s voltage 

               is the imaginary component of the STATCOM’s voltage 

                is the STATCOM’s active power 

              is the STATCOM’s reactive power 

          GSC  is the short-circuit conductance  

          BSC  is the short short-circuit susceptance  

 

The Newton-Raphson linearized set of power flow equations based on equations (62), (64), (65) and (66) 

are expressed by the matrix of equation (23):   
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[

   
   
     
     

]      (68)  

          

   
 

The STATCOM’s operation for transient’s 

stability improvement of transient stability can be 

described with three scenarios of the swing 

equation (Kakaiya & Parekh, 2019): 

Scenario 1: When      , the accelerating 

power is zero and the system is in a steady state.   

Scenario 2: When      ,  the rotor accelerates 

due to large load loss.  

Scenario 3: When      , the rotor's 

acceleration decreases as a result of a three-phase 

fault occurrence.   

For the control of the machine's output power, 

when H changes, the accelerating power is 

controlled with the limits. If scenario 2 occurs, 

the machine accelerates and the STATCOM 

generates a voltage and introduces a capacitive 

reactance in the line. However, for scenario 3, the 

machine experiences retardation, and STATCOM 

operates in such a way that it produces a voltage 

that causes inductive reactance to be introduced 

into the line for the system’s balanced operation. 

 

 

Test Network and Simulation 

The Nigerian 330 kV, 14-machine, 34-bus power 

network whose one-line diagram and data were 

sourced from National Control Centre of the 

Transmission Company of Nigeria and detailed in 

the work of Ikeli (2019) were considered as a test 

case for this study. Figure 2 shows the one-line of 

the network while the data are provided in 

Appendices I-III. Direct coding via MATLAB 

was employed for the load flow and transient 

stability simulations of the network in Figure 2 

due to MATLAB’s robustness and capability for 

the manipulation of mathematical algorithms. The 

network’s bus, branch and generator data along 

with STATCOM’s rating were used as inputs 

during simulations. A balanced three-phase short-

circuit was introduced on some buses and the 

system responses in the event of the transient 

disturbance with and without compensation via 

STATCOM were observed. The critical fault 
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clearing times were determined from the 

responses.    

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Nigerian 34-Bus Network Load Flow Results  

The results of the Nigerian 34-bus network load 

flow study before transient stability analysis and 

enhancement are delineated in Figures 3 and 4 

which respectively represent the system voltage 

profile and total active line loss. Figure 3 

revealed that five buses violated the voltage 

statutory limit of 0.95 to 1.05 p.u. The buses 

which are Katampe (6), Kaduna T.S (10), Kano 

T.S (13), Jos T.S (14), and Gombe T.S (17) had 

voltage magnitudes of 0.9373, 0.9209, 0.9381, 

0.8295 and 0.7795 respectively. The STATCOM 

application on the system enhanced the voltage 

magnitudes of Katampe, Kaduna T.S, Kano T.S, 

Jos, and Gombe to 0.9650, 0.9550, 0.97890, 

0.9630 and 0.9550 p.u. respectively. The system's 

total active power loss before compensation from 

Figure 4 was 57.887 MW and reduced to 55.623 

MW after compensation.  

 
Figure 2: Nigerian 14-machine, 34-bus power network (Ikeli, 2019) 
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The voltage violations observed on the critical 

buses before the application of compensation 

indicated that the considered network was 

operating ineffectively and the instability due to 

the observed undervoltage conditions could 

negatively affect the security margin of the 

system, thereby, causing among others blackouts, 

equipment damage and high losses. The high 

losses potentially reduce the useful electrical 

energy that could have been transported on the 

network to address more customers’ needs. The 

STATCOM’s application, however, stabilized the 

system bus voltages and minimized the power 

losses. 

      

 

 
      Figure 3: Voltage magnitudes of the Nigerian 34-bus power network 

 

Figure 4: Total active power loss of the Nigerian 34-bus power network 
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The swing curves of the generators in the 

Nigerian 34-bus power network for a three-phase 

short circuit fault introduced on bus 20, line [15-

20] and cleared at different times with and 

without STATCOM are presented in Figures 6 to 

8. Figures 6a and b showed that the system was 

stable at a fault clearing time (FCT) of 0.019 s 

with and without enhancement. However, the 

stability was negatively impacted as depicted in 

Figure 7a by increasing the FCT to 0.020 s 

without STATCOM where generator 14 lost 

synchronism while generators 2 to 13 went into 

marginal stability. Full stability was, however, 

regained when STATCOM was included on bus 

20 as shown in Figure 7b. The instability of 

generator 14 and marginal stability of generators 

2 to 13 persisted when the FCT was increased to 

0.021 s as depicted in Figure 8a. The STATCOM 

integration into the system restored stability as 

presented in Figure 8b. These results implied that 

the inclusion of STATCOM on the considered 

network was able to extend the critical fault 

clearing time such that loss of system’s stability 

did not ensue at the instance of fault occurrence. 

This action was achieved by STATCOM via 

injection of reactive power which compensated 

var deficiency around the vicinity where fault 

occurrence is experienced. As a result, the 

negative effect of the fault was minimized and the 

system was stabilized through sustenance of the 

synchronous operation. 

 

          
            (a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 6: Swing curve of three-phase fault on bus 20, line [15-20] of the Nigerian 34-bus power network 

and cleared at 0.019 s (a) without STATCOM (b) with STATCOM 

 

                  
          (a)       (b) 

Figure 7: Swing curve of three-phase fault on bus 20, line [15-20] of the Nigerian 34-power network and 

cleared at 0.020 s (a) without STATCOM (b) with STATCOM 
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(a)               (b) 

Figure 8: Swing curve of three-phase fault on bus 20, line [15-20] of the Nigerian 34-power network and 

cleared at 0.021 s (a) without STATCOM (b) with STATCOM 

 

Transient Stability Results for Three-Phase 

Fault on Bus 22, Line [22-29]  

The peculiarity of bus 22 in the Nigerian 34-bus 

power network is that it was this bus that 

connected the largest generator in the system, 

Egbin with a total capacity of about 700 MVA. 

Although, it is expected that this generator 

because of its high capacity should not be 

perturbed by a fault in its vicinity and so, should 

maintain synchronism in the event of a fault. The 

swing curves for the three-phase short circuit 

fault introduced on bus 22, line [22-29] and 

cleared at different times with and without 

STATCOM are presented in Figures 9 to 11. 

Figures 9a and b revealed that the system was 

stable with and without compensation for a FCT 

of 0.013 s. The FCT increase to 0.0132 s without 

STATCOM resulted in generator 2 losing 

stability while generators 3 to 14 went into 

marginal stability as shown in Figure 10a. Figure 

10b revealed that the application of STATCOM 

restored stability to the system. Instability on 

generator 2 persisted while generators 3 to 14 

maintained marginal stability without STATCOM 

when the FCT increased further to 0.150 s as 

shown in Figure 11a but with compensation, 

stability was achieved in Figure 11b. 

  

                 
Figure 9: Swing curve of three-phase fault on bus 22, line [22-29] of the Nigerian 34-bus power network 

and cleared at 0.013 s (a) without STATCOM (b) with STATCOM 
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  (a)         (b) 

Figure 10: Swing curve of three-phase fault on bus 22, line [22-29] of the Nigerian 34-bus power network 

and cleared at 0.0132 s (a) without STATCOM (b) with STATCOM 

 

                 
  (a)       (b) 

Figure 11: Swing curve of three-phase fault on bus 22, line [22-29] of the Nigerian 34-bus power network 

and cleared at 0.0150 s (a) without STATCOM (b) with STATCOM 

 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTs                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

In this study, transient stability analysis and 

enhancement were conducted on the Nigerian 34-

bus network. The load flow analysis showed that 

the voltage magnitudes of Katampe, Kaduna T.S, 

Kano T.S, Jos T.S, and Gombe T.S which fell out 

of the voltage tolerance limit before 

compensation were improved with STATCOM 

inclusion. STATCOM through compensation of 

reactive power in the system mitigated the 

undervoltage conditions on the five constrained 

buses, thereby increasing their voltage 

magnitudes to be within the acceptable limit of 

operation. The improvement in voltage profile 

was also reflected in the total active line loss of 

the system which decreased by 4.03% with 

compensation from STATCOM. 

Transient stability analysis for fault introduction 

on bus 20 (Akangba T.S) and bus 22 connecting 

Egbin, the largest specified generator in the 

Nigerian 34-bus power network before 

compensation revealed different behaviour of the 

system at different fault clearing times. In the 

case of the fault on bus 20, the system stability 

was negatively impacted when the FCT exceeded 

0.019 s.  Beyond 0.019 s, generator 14 lost 

synchronism completely while generators 2 to 13 

maintained marginal stability, the conditions 
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which persisted a FCT of 0.021 s. The inclusion 

of STATCOM, however, extended the stability of 

the system beyond 0.019 s due to the 

compensation provided by the device to mitigate 

the effect of fault. A fault on bus 22 triggered 

marginal stability on Egbin (generator 7 on the 

swing curve) along with generators 3 to 6 and 8 

to 14 while generator 2 completely lost 

synchronism for FCT exceeding 0.013 s up to 

0.150 s. The STATCOM application, however, 

restored total stability to the system beyond 0.013 

s where the stability of generators was observed 

to have been affected. The observed overall 

improvement in stability was a result of the 

compensating power of the STATCOM. 

The results of transient stability improvement in 

this study are consistent with the findings of 

Jambulingam (2014) and Kale et al. (2018). 

Jambulingam (2014) and Kale et al. (2018) 

discovered in their respective findings that the 

STATCOM application was an appropriate 

technique for curtailing the transient instability of 

power networks. This submission is in tandem 

with the results obtained from the present study 

where it was found that the compensating ability 

of STATCOM extended the critical FCT of the 

considered system and stability maintained in the 

event of fault introduction.             

CONCLUSION 

The occurrence of major disturbances is 

inevitable in power system networks due to their 

complexity. One of the important steps usually 

undertaken to diagnose these systems so that 

synchronism is not lost is transient stability 

analysis. In this study, power system transient 

stability improvement via STATCOM was 

carried out considering the Nigerian 34-bus 

power networks. Power flow and swing equations 

modelling the system performance under steady 

state and transient conditions were formulated 

and simulated using a first principle coding 

process developed in MATLAB with and without 

compensation. A total of five buses were found to 

be constrained in the test network without 

STATCOM. Through compensation provided by 

the device, the voltage magnitudes on these 

constrained buses were improved and fell within 

the statutory voltage limit for effective operation. 

The swing curves of the generators in the system 

with and without STATCOM revealed that 

stability in the event of fault was dependent on 

both the critical fault clearing time and the 

compensation provided by the FACTS device. A 

delay in fault clearing time caused some 

generators that were initially stable to become 

unstable while some experienced marginal 

stability when no STATCOM was installed on 

the systems. The use of STATCOM generally 

enhanced the stability of the system beyond the 

point at which some of the generators lost 

synchronism when the critical fault clearing time 

was exceeded as a result of the reactive power 

compensation provided by the device which 

catered for deficiencies at different points on the 

system. Hence, STATCOM provided the needed 

reactive compensation for transient stability 

improvement in the study. As a suggestion for 

further works in this area of the study, other 

versatile FACTS compensating devices such as 

SVC, SSSC, TCSC and UPFC could be deployed 

for transient stability enhancement and 

comparative evaluation with respective to 

STATCOM carried out. In addition, optimization 

approaches such as the use of fuzzy logic, genetic 

algorithm, artificial neural network, particle 

swarm optimization among other could be 

considered for optimal siting of the FACTS 

controllers for the improvement of transient 

stability on power system network.    
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APPENDICES 

 

   I: Bus Parameters of the Nigeria 34-Bus, 330 kV Power System Network 

Bus No Bus Type Pd (MW) Qd 

(MVAr) 

Vm 

(p.u.) 

Vmax 

(p.u.) 

Vmin 

(p.u.) 

1 3 00.00 00.00 1.06 1.05 0.95 

2 1 40.00 - 10.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

3 2 00.00 00.00 1.04 1.05 0.95 

4 1 140.00 30.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

5 1 90.00 30.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

6 1 160.00 70.00 1.04 1.05 0.95 

7 2 00.00 00.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

8 1 130.00 70.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

9 1 300.00 90.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

10 1 210.00 40.00 1.02 1.05 0.95 

11 2 00.00 00.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

12 1 50.00 -20.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

13 1 100.00 -30.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

14 1 120.00 60.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

15 1 500.00 50.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

16 1 250.00 43.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

17 1 70.00 38.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

18 2 00.00 00.00 1.03 1.05 0.95 

19 1 200.00 55.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

20 1 150.00 35.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

21 2 00.00 00.00 1.02 1.05 0.95 

22 2 00.00 00.00 1.05 1.05 0.95 

23 1 300.00 45.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

24 2 00.00 00.00 1.04 1.05 0.95 

25 1 100.00 58.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

26 2 00.00 00.00 1.01 1.05 0.95 

27 2 00.00 00.00 1.03 1.05 0.95 

28 2 00.00 00.00 1.02 1.05 0.95 

29 1 120.00 80.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

30 1 130.00 -78.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

31 2 00.00 00.00 1.03 1.05 0.95 

32 1 200.00 67.00 1.0 1.05 0.95 

33 2 00.00 00.00 1.04 1.05 0.95 
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34 2 00.00 00.00 1.02 1.05 0.95 

 

 

II: Generator Parameters of the Nigeria 34-Bus, 330 kV Power System Network 

Bus 

No 

Pg 

(MW) 

Qg 

(MVAr) 

Qmax 

(MVAr) 

Qmin 

(MVAr) 

Vg 

(p.u.) 

R 

(p.u.) 

X 

(p.u.) 

H 

1 00.00 00.00 0 0 1.05 0.0020 0.0901 9.920 

3 300.00 40.00 110 0 1.04 0.0080 0.3000 3.390 

7 400.00 60.00 140 0 1.0 0.0240 0.3000 3.240 

11 150.00 50.00 114 0 1.0 0.0036 0.2200 4.000 

18 280.00 45.00 100 0 1.03 0.0020 0.1240 12.400 

21 240.00 55.00 104 0 1.02 0.0036 0.2200 4.000 

22 700.00 68.00 108 0 1.05 0.0040 0.3080 3.090 

24 180.00 00.00 132 0 1.04 0.0030 0.1060 12.690 

26 190.00 -35.00 126 0 1.01 0.0061 0.3400 1.245 

27 150.00 51.00 100 0 1.03 0.0036 0.3000 1.242 

28 130.00 80.00 150 0 1.02 0.0051 0.2100 1.249 

31 150.00 00.00 100 0 1.03 0.0061 0.3000 4.000 

33 200.00 59.00 140 0 1.04 0.0010 0.0610 28.050 

34 300.00 65.00 125 0 1.02 0.0051 0.1900 1.350 

 

III: Branch Parameters of the Nigeria 34-Bus, 330 kV Power System Network 

From Bus To Bus R (p.u.) X  (p.u.) B (p.u.) 

 

1 2 0.0121836 0.0916336 1.21 

1 4 0.0015918 0.0119716 0.31 

3 4 0.0001572 0.0094178 0.00 

4 5 0.0047827 0.0360219 0.09 

4 9 0.0020565 0.0154692 0.07 

5 6 0.0018864 0.0141884 0.36 

5 7 0.0003144 0.0188355 0.00 

5 10 0.0018864 0.0141884 0.37 

8 9 0.0053843 0.0404961 0.33 

8 15 0.0053343 0.0405651 0.45 

9 15 0.0065432 0.0426547 0.55 

9 16 0.0098648 0.0741936 0.98 

10 13 0.0090394 0.0679862 0.52 

10 14 0.0077425 0.0582316 0.77 

11 15 0.0020643 0.0103951 0.31 

12 15 0.0040534 0.0305160 0.41 

14 17 0.0104150 0.0783319 0.01 

15 16 0.0110045 0.0827653 0.09 

15 20 0.0003527 0.0026574 0.05 

15 21 0.0055023 0.0413829 0.35 
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15 22 0.0012184 0.0091634 0.20 

16 18 0.0063843 0.0404961 0.15 

16 19 0.0038336 0.0288242 0.76 

16 21 0.0055023 0.0413829 0.55 

16 23 0.0053843 0.0404961 0.38 

16 24 0.0009826 0.0073898 0.19 

18 25 0.0010218 0.0076553 0.10 

19 26 0.0005109 0.0038427 0.38 

19 27 0.0006105 0.0038427 0.40 

22 28 0.0005109 0.0036458 0.30 

22 29 0.0002749 0.0020654 0.20 

23 30 0.0037730 0.0283768 0.37 

23 31 0.004913 0.0036949 0.09 

23 32 0.00605225 0.0455212 0.02 

24 25 0.0024760 0.0186223 0.24 

28 29 0.0034640 0.0206114 0.30 

32 33 0.0009825 0.0073898 0.09 

33 34 0.0005109 0.0038427 0.30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


